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Pc games to play may 2020

No need to wait for Valve's Steam Machines — Connect your Windows gaming PC to your TV and use powerful PC graphics in the living room today. This is very easy - no unusual hardware or special software is required. This is ideal if you are a PC gamer who wants to play your games on a larger screen. If you live rum. HDMI Cables and Controllers are also suitable if you want
to play multiplayer PC games with RELATED controllers: Do you really need to Buy Expensive Cables? You need an HDMI cable to connect your computer to your TV's TV. This will required a TV with HDMI, a computer with HDMI output and an HDMI cable. Modern TVs and TVs hdmi have been built in for years, so it should already be good to go. If you don't have a backup
HDMI cable around, you may have to buy one of the existing HDMI cables or do it for repurpose purposes. Don't just buy expensive HDMI cables - it will even work more expensively, like a cheap HDMI cable. Plug one end of the HDMI cable into the HDMI output port on your computer and one end into the HDMI-In port on your TV. Turn the input of your TV into the appropriate
HDMI port and you'll see your computer's desktop appear on your TV. Your TV becomes another external monitor. If your TV and PC are far apart in different rooms, it doesn't work. If you have a fairly powerful laptop, you can plug it into your TV or unplug your desktop computer and connect it to the side of your TV. Now you only need one input device. I probably don't want to sit
directly in front of the TV with the wired keyboard and mouse! The wireless keyboard and wireless mouse can be useful and ideal for some games. However, you may want a controller, just like console players use. Even better, you get multiple game controllers so you can play local-multiplayer PC games with other people. RELATED: Why you should get an Xbox Controller for PC
Gaming Xbox 360 controller is an ideal controller for gaming. Windows supports these controllers locally, and many PC games are specifically designed for these controllers. Note that Xbox One controllers are not yet supported on Windows because Microsoft has not released drivers for them. Yes, you can use a third-party controller or go through the process of pairing a
PlayStation controller with your computer using unofficial tools, but it is better to get an Xbox 360 controller. Plug one or more Xbox controllers into your computer's USB ports and it works without any installation. Note that while there are many PC games that support controllers, some games require keyboards and mice. A TV-Optimized Interface Related: What exactly is a Steam
Engine, and would I like a? Steam's Big Picture interface to browse and launch games more easily This interface is designed to use a television with controllers and even has an integrated web browser that you can use with the controller. It will be used on Valve's Steam Machine consoles as the default TV interface. You can use a With him, of course. There is nothing that
prevents you from using your Windows desktop only with a mouse and keyboard - as well as how uncomfortable this will be. To start Big Picture Mode, open Steam and click the Big Picture button in the upper right corner of your screen. You can also press the Xbox logo button that packs in the middle of the Xbox 360 Controller to launch the Big Picture interface if Steam is on.
Another Option: Streaming at Home If you want to leave it in a room from your computer and play PC games on TV in a different room, you might want to consider using local streaming to stream games over your home network, from your gaming PC to your TV. Keep in mind that if you were sitting in front of your computer, the game wouldn't be as smooth and responsive as
possible. You'll also need a modern router with fast wireless network speeds to keep up with game streaming. Steam's built-in Domestic Streaming feature is now available to everyone. You can plug a laptop with less powerful graphics hardware into your TV and use it to stream games from your powerful desktop gaming hardware. You can also use an old desktop PC that has lies
around it. To publish a game, log in to Steam on your gaming PC and log in to Steam with the same account on another computer on your home network. You can view the library of installed games on your other computer and start streaming them. NVIDIA also has its own GameStream solution that streams games from a PC with powerful NVIDIA graphics hardware. However, to
do this, you need an NVIDIA Shield hand game console. Currently, NVIDIA's game streaming solution can only flow to NVIDIA Shield. However, the NVIDIA Shield device can connect to your TV so you can play this streaming game on your TV. Valve'S Steam Machines needed to bring PC gaming into the living room, and we will do it using HDMI cables, a special Steam
controller, Big Picture interface, and domestic streaming for compatibility with Windows games. You can do all this yourself today — you'll need an Xbox 360 controller instead of a steam controller that hasn't been released yet. Image Credit: If Flickr Marco Arment, Flickr William Hook, Flickr Lewis Dowling want a top-of-the-line rig, there is virtually no limit to the amount of cash that
can burn during a game PC assembly. After all, powerful computing equipment doesn't come cheap. But assuming it's not last nameGates or Buffett, you're probably going to rein in those plans and go for what you can pay for, even if the game PC that doesn't exist already exists. Never be afraid. Even if you are running a standard daily desktop or laptop, there is a good chance
that you can run the games on this list. All the great games that do not require your computer to be equipped with loads of ram or expensive graphics cards. (Remember, you should always check the listed system requirements of any game before purchasing.) 1. Overwatch Source: Blizzard Expect to run a modern AAA game on a low-end PC. But our game editor was surprised to
find that the cheap, low-power laptop (especially with intel HD Graphics 4400) is playable in lower resolution and lower settings, firing up Overwatch. If you're not following game news this summer, Overwatch represents a classic move by developer Blizzard, which reflects the genre's rules in a unique and accessible way. He is an online team-based shooter who builds some of the
most original characters imaginable against each other. Each character overflows with personality and plays an important role on the team, whether it means healing teammates or absorbing enemy fire so that offensive teammates can do maximum damage. Even better, Blizzard is planning to continue supporting the game with free maps and characters for a long time. All this,
and the game hardware that does not work. Not bad. 2. Stardew Valley Source: Chucklefish Games stardew valley is an indie farming game that outdoes almost every faming game there. This one inherited your grandfather's farm, so your job is to plant seeds, harvest crops and build yourself a home in a new town. If you manage woo lucky residence, which is not always easy,
you can establish relationships with your neighbors and even get married. If you are looking for a comfortable game that will not stress you or your computer, check this out. 3. FTL: Light Faster Than Source: Subset Games If you've never experienced the horrors of Interstellar travel before, FTL will speed you up on dozens of things you need to worry about. In this game, you are
responsible for all systems on your ship, including oxygen, fuel, weapons, shields and personnel. As you travel through space, you'll be faced with fighting aliens who want nothing more than to destroy you. Any encounter can be the last, so it's up to you to identify their weaknesses, formulate the action plan, and execute - hopefully before they shipwrn. All this action plays out the
graphics simple, ensuring that the game will work on any computer immediately lying around. 4. Hotline Miami 2 Source: Devolver Digital This game may not look like many screenshots, but don't let it stop you from playing one of the most heart-pumping, intense action games around. Your job on every level is to get into buildings and kill everything in visible view. Catch him? You'll
die with one shot. It's a tough game, but the success is incredibly rewarding. Thanks to the game's basic graphics, you don't get THSSB from the violent actions you commit and you don't need a high-end computer to run it. 5. Darkest Dungeon Source: Red Hook Studios This game has started to unleash all kinds of attempts and horrors under a gothic mansion. Dungeon-like
cellars then turn into a Wild West for adventurers. Your job is to bring together four-party parties to go down and face. Monster. The goal is to bring them back without going lively and crazy, but it's not an easy job, especially since dying means you have to start from scratch. 6. Isaac's Bonding: Postpartum Source: Edmund McMillen Isaac's Connector: Re-release of a game
released in postpartum 2011. The film stars Isaac, a boy who hears God talking to his mother and wants her to sacrifice him to prove his faith. Isaac immediately retreats to the basement of their home and finds the ground full of monsters to eat, using tears as bullets. These depressing things, but the levels play like the original Legend of Zelda dungeons, and there are dozens of
incredible conse of gun upgrades. Throw in some trades, boss battles and permanent death (always starts from scratch at the beginning) and you have yourself grappling with an addictive retro style. 7. Spelunky Source: Mossmouth, LLC Spelunky is a side scrolling platformer consisting of randomly generated levels which means that no two play-throughs are exactly the same. But
unlike a Mario game, when you have to die, lose all progress and start over from the start. It makes things difficult, but at the same time you learn a lot every game. Most people who see Spelunky to the end play weeks or months before they get a chance to fight the last boss. But when you do, no one can say you don't deserve it. 8. Rogue Legacy Source: Cellar Door Games
Rogue Legacy is an indie platformer with a sense of humor fool. Like Spelunky, the game's very randomized, controlling characters' quirks mean the dungeon design, no two run-throughs the same. The goal is to make your way through the ever-changing dungeon, defeat the four bosses and then conquer the last boss. The game is really, really hard, but always get to die, spend
the gold collected to increase your statistics. This means that the more you play, the stronger your characters become. 9. Freddy's Source Five Nights: Top Five Nights at Scott Cawthon Freddy games - which seems to date every few months - put on the shoes of a condemned night security guard to watch security camera feeds in a dark, creepy building. As you navigate through
the bait, the killer animatronic creatures get closer when you're not looking. As an additional source of stress, you have a limited amount of battery power to view feeds and close doors. Games create an enormous amount of fear using simple graphics, so you need to run almost any PC. 10. Steamworld Heist Source: SteamWorld Heist Image and Form International AB, Captain
Piper, play as a man on duty using a team of robots to clean up a devastated world. If you've played other turn-based strategy games like XCOM or Fire Emblem, here's a good look at what to expect. You take your team around the world, destroy your enemies, and improve the points you earn Soldier between wars. The only difference is that SteamWorld Heist takes place from a
side-scrolling perspective and will not tax your underseed non-gaming PC. 11. Stellaris Source: Paradox Interactive Stellaris takes part in the technological future, after people cracked faster-than-light-travel and were taken to the stars. Naturally, we begin to colonize other planets immediately. Your job is to find new worlds, contact alien species and civilizations and either work
with them or expand your territory against them. Meanwhile, you will discover new combat technology and bulk up the army - all better to conquer large parts of the universe. 12. Infinity Source Columns: Obsidian Entertainment Fans will want to check out classic computer role-playing games like Baldur's Gate and Planescape: Torment Eternity Pillars. It's the makers of excellent
titles like Obsidian Entertainment, South Park' s: Stick and Fallout of Truth: New Vegas, and Neverwinter Nights 2. Apparently many people are long for the past day with classic dungeon palettes, developers have removed more than $4 million through crowdfunding to make infinity Pillars, because the classics are then a modeled game. That's why it's so good and that's why the
game that doesn't have to work big on your PC. 13. Axiom Verge Source: Tom Happ Nintendo has now ignored the Metroid series for several years, so Tom Happ, the only developer of the Axiom Verge, has accelerated fans to offer what they want. You play as a scientist waking up in a strange world filled with sprawly settings, strange enemies and useful items scattered around.
Mr. Happ did art, programming and music alone, almost unheard of in games today. 14. Rowing Knight Source: Yacht Club Games This retro inspired action platformer is like a mash-up on the day of NES glory. With obvious inspiration from games like Super Mario Bros 3 and Duck Tales, shovel knight hacks, slash and fight innovative enemies and big bosses along the way, there
are a number of spectacular pixelated levels to jump your way. But don't confuse this game for an impulsive rehash of yore classic games. Any modern player throws enough new ideas and game mechanics (such as checkpoints and a risk-reward system to raise money) to keep them happy. 15. Undertale Source: Toby Fox Undertale may not seem like much at a glance, but it's
really special. It is a completely unique role-playing game that constantly stays a few steps ahead of players and offers surprises and unexpected new game mechanics at every opportunity. Saying too much about it spoils the fun of finding it for 30. No matter how powerful your PC is, do yourself a favor and give Undertale a chance. 16. Portal 2 Source: Valve original Portal, walls,
a couple of portals on ceilings shoot and then walk one to exit the other. This smart game made for some serious mechanical Puzzle. Portal 2 adds all kinds of twists, such as speed gel, which allows you to run at superhuman speed, and jump gel that allows you to jump incredibly high. There's also a gripping story and a sidekick globe voiced by the exuberant Stephen Merchant. If
you haven't played, this game is a no-brainer, especially if you don't need high-strength game gear to play. 17. Papers, Please Source: Lucas Pope In Papers, Please do not accept arstotzka into the fictional country and who take the role of a border guard tasked with making decisions. To do this, check the papers of everyone waiting in line at Customs and listen to their stories.
While this may seem like a game worthy of procrastination, it's actually a complex simulation full of subtle challenges and political intrigue. It's the character's job, so you have to work quickly to provide for yourself and your family, but the penalties and dangers are too hasty, the details are missing, and there is acceptance of people who shouldn't be allowed. And thanks to the
simple graphics of the game, it taxes you more in your brain than it does on your out-of-game computer. Follow Chris on Twitter and @_chrislreed Cheat Page on Facebook! Facebook!
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